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AROC Membership
If you’re not a member of the only official Alfa Romeo Owners Club yet - you should be!

Member Discounts

The Alfa Romeo Owners Club UK is the only official owners club for Alfa Romeo in the
UK, providing six fantastic magazines a year, our own parts service, an enormous list of
discounts to members and of course the biggest and best Alfa Romeo and Italian car
events in the UK. Join us now at AROC-UK.COM and enjoy full membership from today!
Members of the Alfa Romeo Owners Club receive a 10% discount at the AROC
Parts Service, but non-members can also obtain hard-to-find MiTo parts whilst
supporting the club by visiting parts.aroc-uk.com Try it today and see for yourself!
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We have reached our final newsletter of 2019! I can’t believe how
quickly this year has gone, though
unbelievably I am also approaching
the end of my third year as your
MiTo Registrar! That’s gone very
quickly.
I think in terms of our MiTo Register, 2019 has gone pretty well
overall. Some amazing Owners
Club events, a couple of cool MiTo
events, a racecar competing solidly,
a successful photo competition, a
developing website with new features, a growing Youtube channel,
thousands of Instagram followers
and, of course, these newsletters
which had a fresh makeover in February.
But of course, it doesn’t matter
what I think! In the coming weeks
you will see an email and Facebook
posts asking you to complete this
years MiTo Register Survey, so
you’ll have your opportunity to
(anonymously) tell me how you
think we’re really doing.
These annual surveys are incredibly important to me as although I
meet and chat with many of you at
events, I never really have the opportunity to ask you how we’re
really doing.
And importantly,
whether we’re doing the right sort
of stuff. It’s also important that
you have a say on new things you
would like (or expect) us to do.
This is important to me personally, but it is even more important

for the Alfa Romeo Owners Club to
ensure that we are giving the right
level of support, engagement, value
and fun for our members. So when
you see the request to complete our
survey, do please try to find two
minutes to complete it.
Just to warn you, there’s nothing
in this newsletter about our fabulous 2019 Photo Competition winners. It goes without saying that I
am enormously grateful for all who
participated, but there is an article
in the December Alfa Romeo Driver
magazine so I don’t want to spoil
that.
Talking of our members’ magazine, I’m toying with moving the
next one of these MiTo newsletters
from February to March so these
then alternate with the club magazines. Just a thought at the moment, but don’t be too disappointed
if I go ahead as it sort of makes
sense to have something to read
every month.
With Christmas almost here (still
unbelievable) and no events in the
coming few months, it just remains
for me to wish you and your families
a fabulous time, and to thank you
for all your support this year. It really is appreciated
Look after yourself, your family,
and of course your MiTo over winter
and I’ll see you in the New Year!
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2020 MiTo12 Track Day
Friday 19th June 2020
For the last three years, the
Alfa Romeo Owners Club has
run a track day event at
Curborough Sprint Course in
Lichfield, in the Midlands. And
for the last two years it has
occurred on or around the Anniversary of the launch of the
MiTo, which was 19th June
2008 at Sforza Castle, Milan.
So it should come as no surprise that next year, our 2020
Curborough track day will again
be on 19th June 2020, which is
a Friday.
I appreciate not everyone
finds it easy to take a day off
work, particularly those who I
know are teachers, in public
service or run their own businesses. But please trust me

when I say I have made many
efforts to identify somewhere
that we could all gather at a
weekend for some off-road
action, and there are none
available at our budget (unless
everyone is happy to pay £300
each!).
So Curborough it is, and Friday 19th June is the date, so
get it in your diaries now and
book the day off work if you
can.
Just like the last two years,
the event is open only to paidup members of the Alfa Romeo
Owners Club and your entry fee
will include breakfast, lunch
and the fantastic professional
photography from Auto Italia
Magazine’s incredible Michael
Ward.
Michael is a long-term friend
of the MiTo Register (and the
Owners Club, of course) and
until recently was a MiTo owners (and has owned several)
and only sold it because it
wouldn’t tow a huge show trailer for his events, and I’m hon-
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estly delighted that he has once
again agreed to attend and
undertake his professional photography.
If you want to find out about
Curborough, check out their
website curborough.co.uk but
more importantly have a look
in our Gallery at mitoregister.com to see some of our
previous events there.
Or ask on our Facebook
group whether any of the previous attendees would recommend it.
It really is great fun, entirely
safe, only one car on the track
at a time, and great company,
food and friends.
Don’t be nervous if you
haven’t joined us before - none
of us had until we did.

Want To Try Racing a MiTo?
Join Scuderia MiTo in the 2020 Alfa Romeo Championship
Have you ever wanted to try
proper racing? Perhaps you have
a karting background or just want
to get your ARDS licence and give
it a go?
You will have spotted that
we’ve completed our first 2019
season racing a MiTo in the Alfa
Romeo Championship, but to be
clear although the car belongs to
me and was previously my 2012
QV road car, it was built and is
maintained by Davie Peddie and
team at DPMD in Glenrothes,
Scotland.
But let’s get a few truths out
there: motorsport is expensive.
To build a car, run a car, maintain
a car and cover all costs is, and
has been this season, an expensive affair.
We are very keen for others to
join us on the track, and the Alfa
Romeo Championship is aiming
to launch a new 1.4 class for MiTos, Puntos, Giuliettas and other
Fiats (and Jeeps!) with the same
underlying FIRE engine.
But we need to get more MiTos built and running, otherwise
we will be the first, last, best and
only in a 1.4 class!
So Davie Peddie is building
another MiTo, based on a 135
bhp car, and aiming to be ready
for the 2020 season which starts
on 4th April at Silverstone.
How it works
Because motorsport is expensive, we are trying to create a
model that is both cost-effective
and doesn’t tie you in to years of
investment and overhead.
So we have created an “arrive
and drive” model, enabling anyone (with a racing licence) to
book a MiTo at Silverstone, Donington, Snetterton, Brands Hatch,
Anglesey or Oulton Park in 2020
and pay a fixed-price to, well,
arrive and drive.
Now don’t get me wrong, it’s
still not cheap. It’s several hundred pounds to race over a weekend, but we’ll turn up with the
car, mechanics, oil and fuel. It
will be setup well, it will have
good tyres and most importantly
it will be competitive and fun.

Like all things, it won’t be for
everyone. But if you have experience of karting, you will know
some of the costs involved. And
if you’ve ever paid to have a
proper track-day at Silverstone
or Brands, you will know that
they are expensive.
But if you love the MiTo and
want to actually race one competitively in a FIA regulated
championship a few times at
some of the best UK circuits, I’m
pretty sure you won’t find a
better opportunity.
If you are genuinely interested or want to know more, just
get in touch with me by emailing
david@mitoregister.com and I’ll
be completely open with you.
There is absolutely no pressure and I can explain everything. There are several car
builders in the UK and you have
lots of options including racing a
156 or a 147 under the same
arrive and drive basis.
But our focus is the MiTo. I’ll
be running one next year and it
would be fabulous to be running
two. Will you be in it?

www.theroyaloakbeaulieu.co.uk
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MiTo Fuel Cap Guide
Options for locking and non-locking fuel caps for Petrol and Diesel MiTos
I never thought I could fill
two pages of the Newsletter
with an article on fuel caps, but
despite the apparently dull subject matter, I do get asked
about the fuel caps with some
frequency. So here we are: two
pages on the topic of your options for the MiTo fuel cap!
The fuel cap for the MiTo is
either loved or hated. Unlike
most Alfa Romeos, the MiTo
does not have a locking fuel
filler flap, hence it has a locking
fuel cap. By contrast, the Giulietta has a locking filler flap so
benefits from a fuel cap that
does not need a key to open it.
For me personally, there is
nothing more infuriating or
difficult to operate than a locking fuel cap that needs a key
operation. I’m sure my sausage
fingers don’t help, but I always
struggle to get the relatively
chunky Alfa Romeo remote/key
in and turn it whilst also holding the cap to avoid it spinning.
It seems to need too many
hands and take too much fuss
at the pump. Though I should
point out that I am terrifically
lazy and generally already in a
bad mood at having to stop and
hand over an extortionate
amount of mostly-tax money
for fuel.

But even if I was slimmer
and less lazy, I also really dislike
the thought of my keyring or
keys scratching my paintwork
as it hangs aimlessly from the
filler flap whilst I fill up. I go to
some lengths to look after my
paintwork and I don’t want my
own keys to cause any damage.
The standard fuel cap can
also develop a sticky lack of
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operation over time. This can be
improved by removing the lock
barrel and cleaning, along with
applying some graphite lock lubricant. If yours is difficult to operate you might want to investigate those possible fixes first.
But there are alternatives too,
though some come with some
risk.

Let’s start with meeting MOT
regulations as there is sometimes
some confusion. You are required to have a locking petrol
cap fitted to your vehicle for the
MOT. That means a petrol cap
that physically locks in place and
cannot come loose of its own
accord. But for the avoidance of
doubt, this does not mean it
must lock with a key. It needs to
have the locking ratchet action
whereby you rotate it clockwise
until the ratchets click. It’s a kind
of child-proof locking mecha-

nism.
The MOT tester will not care if
someone could steal your fuel,
only that fuel cannot escape in
the event of an accident.
So your MiTo does not need a
key operated fuel cap. But that is
where the risk comes in. Because
the MiTo does not have a locking
fuel filler flap, by fitting a ratchet
locking petrol cap without a key
lock barrel, anyone can access
your fuel to syphon it out. My
personal view these days is that
syphoning fuel isn’t really a thing
any more, but of course it will
depend on where you live, where
you leave your car at work, and

your own personal level of risk
taking.
My patterns (having used a
keyless fuel cap for some years)
are typically that my MiTos are
either at home (monitored by
CCTV) or travelling around the UK
with me. I do often stay in some
Travel Taverns which are typically
considerably less than five star
rated, but I never leave the car
for long periods and typically park
under or near a light and/or
CCTV. And I carry my locking fuel
cap in the boot just in case I find
myself stranded in a particularly
dodgy area.
But I have to confess that since

MiTo Fuel Cap Guide
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first switching to a non-key fuel worth considering too. You can petrol or diesel MiTo: you don’t with keyless fuel caps, but if you
cap my day-to-day life with the obtain a locking fuel cap com- want a fuel cap that says choose to use them be sure to
MiTos have been greatly im- plete with two new keys ‘UNLEADED FUEL ONLY’ on a retain your original fuel cap. The
proved.
(separate from your ignition) diesel MiTo, or vice versa, for lock barrel is coded to your key
which I have to say is growing on fear of making a mistake at the so it should stay with the car if
Your Options
me. I have tested it and it works pump.
you ever sell it (and do as I do Your options vary based on well; the keys are much smaller
The aluminium fuel cap, how- keep it in your boot in case you
whether you have a petrol or than our MiTo remotes and I ever, can be used in both the park somewhere out of your levdiesel MiTo, and whether you must confess I got on fine with it, petrol and diesel MiTos as it el of comfort).
want to still lock the fuel cap even with my giant sausage fin- simply has an Alfa Romeo logo
So there we are: two whole
with a key.
gers. But you obviously need the on it. Needless to say, you still pages on the fuel cap. You really
The first option is the stand- extra key on your keyring.
need to remember which fuel can’t complain about the value in
ard petrol cap that needs the
The options differ slightly de- type to put in your MiTo!
this newsletter - no other Ownremote/key. If you get on fine pending on whether you have a
On balance, I’m very happy ers Club would do this for you...
with this then just retain it and Fuel
Description
Part Num.
Requires Key
Designed For
try to get back the time you’ve
spent needlessly reading this
Original petrol cap with
article.
lock barrel installed
Yes (original
The second is an expensive
Petrol
48220586
Alfa Romeo MiTo
(matched to the remote
remote)
aluminium cap that does not
key)
need a key. These are lovely
things to have but lets be honest,
nobody else knows you have
one! I do have one of these
Alfa Romeo MiTo
fitted on my new MiTo but in
Petrol cap with new lock
Yes (new keys
Petrol
71802520
barrel and keys
provided)
Fiat 500, Punto, Stilo,
truth it’s not as easy to open,
Doblo, Panda, Bravo
particularly if your hands are
cold or wet. They are also very
expensive,
typically
costing
around £70 which is an expenAlfa Romeo 156, 159,
sive option for something that
Brera, GTV, Giulietta
Petrol cap with no lock
Petrol
46746613
No
nobody else knows is there.
barrel
Fiat 500, Punto, Stilo,
The third option (and my daily
Doblo, Panda, Bravo
approach) is a standard Alfa/Fiat
fuel cap that does not need a
key. These were fitted to various
Original diesel cap with
Alfa Romeos and Fiats which do
lock barrel installed
Yes (original
benefit from a locking fuel filler
Diesel
46785426
Alfa Romeo MiTo
(matched to the remote
remote)
flap but fit and work perfectly in
key)
the MiTo. And because they are
commonly used, you can source
them easily for less than £20.
There is one final option
Alfa Romeo MiTo
Diesel

Diesel

Any

Diesel cap with new
locking barrel and keys

71802900

Yes (new keys
provided)

Fiat 500, Punto, Stilo,
Doblo, Panda, Bravo

Alfa Romeo 156, 159,
Brera, GTV, Giulietta

Diesel cap with no
locking barrel

46756767

Aluminium cap with Alfa
Romeo Logo

71807723

No
Fiat 500, Punto, Stilo,
Doblo, Panda, Bravo

No

Alfa Romeo Giulietta
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MiTo Gaming on a Budget
Which (older) games let you drive a MiTo without leaving home?
I appreciate not everyone is
into gaming. I for one am certainly not, and it’s even been
some years since my kids were.
But I can certainly make an
exception if it involves a MiTo.
So this is a short guide for
those who might have their
kids’ games console in the
house or a PC that might work
to simply and cheaply have a go
at racing or just bimbling
around in a MiTo from the
comfort of your own home.
This is not a definitive gaming guide, and the focus is on
budget: driving a virtual MiTo
for hardly any money.
Let’s start with some immediate fun: if you have an Apple
phone or an Android phone you
can download GT Racing 2: The
Real Car Experience right now
for free. You have to complete
a first race then you can get
yourself a MiTo. Complete a
few more races and you’ll be
able to paint the MiTo and upgrade it. It’s not hugely difficult
or tremendous fun, but it kills a
bit of time and you can do
some screenshots just for fun.

Broadly speaking, if you have
an old XBOX 360 knocking
around in your loft, you can get
on eBay or down to your local
used game shop and buy something like Forza Motorsport 3 or
4, Test Drive Unlimited 2 or
Driver San Francisco and immediately be racing around in a
MiTo. If you have an old PS3
you can get GranTurismo 6 and
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Forza Motorsport 3
Assetto Corsa (which has some
cracking Alfa Romeos including
the new Giulia, the 4c, 155 and
the 33 Stradale).
If you have a PC with a halfdecent graphics card (probably
not a standard desktop with built
-in graphics - that won’t be smart
enough to make the lovely
graphics work) then you can get
Need for Speed: Most Wanted,
Assetto Corsa and others.
Of course, if you have a later
XBOX ONE or PS4 then there are
some much more modern racing
games available (such as the
more recent Forza Motorsports)
but they do not have a MiTo in!
Sometimes, old is good (as I keep
telling my wife).
Truth be told, I’m rubbish at
gaming. If I really concentrate

Pic. 4.6. Re-fit new rear springs/pads into place

GT Racing 2: The Real Car Experience
for a while I can make some reasonable progress, but all I want to
do is take screenshots and modify
my MiTo. Honestly the gameplay
is something I may have to do to
get more rewards so I can customise my MiTo.
However, for the purposes of
this article, I will give my very
quick, amateur summary of the
(mostly older) games available
that feature a MiTo, and there is
a summary table with them all
listed for ease later.
GT Racing 2: The Real Car
Experience
The beauty of this game is that
you can download it today on
your iOS or Android phone or
tablet.
It is classed as a
‘freemium’ game, meaning it is
free to play (and you can progress
with hours of racing to earn cash
to upgrade to better cars) but has

in-app purchases for the lazy who
want to get in a Ferrari quicker.
The advantage for us is that the
MiTo is cheap and is available
nice and early without all the
hard work for the more expensive
cars.
The gameplay is good with
several modes for controlling the
car (using finger touch or using
the built-in gyroscope of modern
smartphones which measures the
orientation). There is a great
range of tracks and cars with oneoff challenges and duels.
The ‘freemium’ aspect does
get a little annoying after a while;
some adverts between races, the
constant demands to buy additional features and so on. But
you can see past that and just
mess about with a MiTo in a
game that
features good
graphics, good gameplay and
nicely rendered cars and tracks.

MiTo Gaming on a Budget
Which old games let you drive a MiTo without leaving home?
Forza Motorsport 3 / 4
Forza Motorsport is one of the
classic, really good racing simulations out there. It was developed by Microsoft to compete
against Sony’s Gran Turismo, so
from the outset the aim was to
make it more accessible and
more enjoyable than the competition.

to upgrade your MiTo, Forza has
a host of upgrades you can apply
along with stickers and liveries
you can buy.
Forza takes place over many
seasons as you progress your
career, so if you want to take it
seriously you can have literally
hour after hour of genuine MiTo
competition.
My only slight niggle with Forza is that there are broadly three
AI settings of easy, medium and
hard. After a while, you will have
mastered medium, but hard is
very hard for the amateur.
The difference between Forza
3 and Forza 4 are, basically, two
years development.
Forza 4
looks even better, using a new (at
the time) image-based lighting
model, making every scene appear more life-like and, frankly,
wonderful.
The cars in Forza 4 are rendered even more beautifully and
a lot of effort was made to improve the sounds too.
And
they’ve used that to incredible
effect on a much larger range of
over 500 cars from 80 manufacturers. The choice is overwhelming. And fun. And still includes
the MiTo.

Forza has literally hundreds of
cars to choose from, so if you
like racing games (not just with a
MiTo) then Forza is a great place
to start, but only on XBOX 360.
Not all cars are available at
the beginning, but try to hunt
down Forza Motorsport 3 Ultimate Collection, which has 500
cars and tracks enabled from the
outset.
Forza has a wide variety of
different settings for each car, so
complete beginners can switch
on auto-braking and use a handy
re-wind feature if you make an
epic mistake. But if you want to
go pro, you can finally turn off
traction control on the MiTo!
The cars in Forza are rendered
in incredible detail, along with
car damage - so if you plan to
The car handling on the the
crash your MiTo on Forza expect
track is improved in Forza 4, so
it to look a mess afterwards.
And for those of you who like grip feels better, cornering is

GT Racing 2: The Real Car Experience

Test Drive Unlimited 2
more life-like and the brakes
locking up with ABS turned off
feels more like real-life (though
please don’t do that in real-life).
Forza 3 includes the MiTo,
Brera, 8C and a 1965 Giulia, with
Forza 4 adding a Spider, Montreal, 155 and GTV6. Both games
have an Abarth 131 and 500 Esseesse but only the earlier Forza
3 has a Punto Evo. Both have a
Lancia Delta and a Stratos, with
Forza 4 adding an 037, and both
have pretty much every Ferrari
you can imagine.
But Forza Motorsport 5 and
other later Forza editions (e.g.
Horizon) dropped the MiTo in
favour of the Giulietta, so you
have to find the older 3 or 4 versions to play in your favourite
MiTo.
Test Drive Unlimited 2 (TDU2)
TDU2 is one of those games
where the concept could have
been really cool, but in practice
it’s just a bit annoying.
Set on Ibiza and Hawaii (not
sure why), you start life being

iOS

Android

Yes

Yes

XBOX 360

fired from a carwash but magically get employed as a chauffeur,
but instead of being paid in cash
you get entered into the Solar
Crown, a race across Ibiza.
Okay, fair enough, you have to
kill time while the game loads,
but this is all just a bit rubbish.
Once you’re racing, it does get
better, but driving your MiTo on a
Mediterranean island does lose
it’s appeal after a while because
there is no real skill involved.
You control the car like a little
radio-controlled car rather than
feeling anything like you do on
something like Forza.
That said, the scenery is nice
and you can definitely have some
fun. You can customise the car
and interact with people on the
island, helping people for cash
and generally levelling-up in categories of Social, Discovery, Collection or Competition.
And you can drive to really
random places only to find almost nothing there - I’ve lost
count of the times I decided to go
and explore only to find… nothing

XBOX ONE

PS3

PC

Forza Motorsport 3

Yes

Forza Motorsport 4

Yes

Test Drive Unlimited 2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Driver San Francisco

Yes

Yes

Yes

Need For Speed Most Wanted

Yes

Yes

Yes

GranTurismo 6
Assetto Corsa

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
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MiTo Gaming on a Budget
Which (older) games let you drive a MiTo without leaving home?
whatsoever.
TDU2 is not a bad game. No
game with a MiTo in is bad.
But it’s one of those games that
you just mess about in. It certainly kills time and it can be
different every time, but it’s
not an exciting game as such.
But I bought TDU2 on eBay
for £2 for the XBOX 360, so in
terms of value these days it’s
definitely up there for a bit of
MiTo gaming.

Need For Speed: Most Wanted

Driver San Francisco
Driver San Francisco is the
strangest of all the games featuring the MiTo, and is certainly
one that you'll either love or
absolutely hate. But like so
many older games, if you can
get it for a fiver then you might
as well give it a go!
As a non-gamer, there’s
nothing I dislike more than racing games trying to have a story
-line or a back-story of the
characters, and DSF has those.
However, once you get into it
it’s not terrible, but you do
need to spend the time to get
into it.
In summary, you play an
undercover cop named John
Tanner and at the beginning of
the game a guy you put in prison, Jericho, breaks out of jail
and puts you in a coma. Then
like all bad movies, everything
that happens thereafter is all in
your head.
I know, sounds terrible. But
the advantage of this is that
from a gameplay perspective,
you are not limited to physical-

Driver San Francisco
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ly driving cars, getting out of cars,
getting into other cars etc. The
comatose John Tanner has an
ability called ‘Shifting’, basically
enabling you to ‘shift’ from one
person to another, so you can be
racing down a San Francisco
street in your MiTo, ‘shift’ into a
truck driver’s head to crash his
truck, then ‘shift’ back and cause
chaos on your merry journey.
This does take some getting
used to, particularly for terrifically old people like me. But you
can also ‘shift’ out of a body entirely and fly up to see all of San
Francisco to get a sense of
things.
Putting aside the magical, comatose ‘shifting’ and several other random anomalies of the
game, racing around the streets
of San Francisco is actually pretty
good fun, albeit the AI of the car
is a bit random and nowhere
near as good as something like
Forza.

But if you want San Francisco
And Need For Speed: Most
scenery, some cool street racing, Wanted certainly is those things,
nice
screenshots
some allowing
you to explore the ficPic.MiTo
4.6. Re-fit
new rearand
springs/pads
into place
crazy crashes then you’ll quite tional world of Fairhaven freely,
enjoy DSF. It includes the MiTo, albeit with a smaller choice of
Giulietta, 159, Spider Duetto, 8C cars than others listed here
and Giulia TZ2 along with (though you do get the MiTo and
Abarths, Aston Martin and lots of the 4C along with lots of LamborAmerican cars (and fire engines!). ghini, a Delta Integrale and plenty
of German cars).
NFS has a combination of chases and challenges in which you
can gain Speed Points to move
higher up the leaderboard, but in
truth the beauty of NFS is the
level of detail in the cars and the
surroundings. From a gameplay
perspective it’s pretty good when
driving your MiTo fast though you
can frequently get chased by an
unfeasibly large number of police
cars. Changing cars is easy (you
just drive up to something you
like and swap), and the world of
Fairhaven really does have some
dramatic scenery with fantastic
But expect some crazy game- attention to detail.
play, some surreal elements and
There are ‘ambush’ events in
fairly basic operation of the MiTo. which the police are heavily inWorth it for under a fiver though. volved and outright races (from a
rolling start, adding to the thrill)
Need for Speed: Most Wanted
but you can also just bimble
NFS is what is called a around Fairhaven in your MiTo
’sandbox’ game.
My under- and take in the sights.
standing of this is that it is a
You can certainly kill a lot of
beautifully crafted, high quality time in Need for Speed and the
game with minimal limitations on screenshot options are farthe environment, enabling the reaching, but it’s not really a
player to pretty much do what game if you want pure racing
they want and go where they like adrenalin. But it runs fine on my
within the virtual world created relatively old PC with a reasonafor them.
ble graphics card, so it’s a good

MiTo Gaming on a Budget
Which (older) games let you drive a MiTo without leaving home?
option to switch to when work
reaches a level a tedium that I
just need a half-hour break in a
MiTo without going out in the
cold.
Gran Turismo 6
If racing simulation is your
thing, there are few better than
Sony’s Gran Turismo range, with
GT6 including the MiTo along
with the 147, 147 GTA, 155, 156,
166, 8C, Brera, GT, GTV and Giulias from the 60s along with
Abarths (500 and Grande Punto),
Lancia Deltas and Stratos, Ferraris and virtually every other car
you think of.

GT6 is renown for its fantastic
array of tracks such as Silverstone, Brands Hatch, Suzuka,
Daytona, Monaco and the Nürburgring and Goodwood alongside the incredible fictional
tracks invented just for the game
(many of which far exceed actual
tracks in terms of thrills).
When Sony launched GT6
they used all the latest PS3 technology and built an entirely new
‘handling model’ which really

Gran Turismo 6

works on this game. On familiar
tracks like Silverstone you feel
the gradients and cambers, you
can feel the weight distribution
of the car, the shock absorbers
working, the steering responsiveness, the tiny changes that happen when you touch the brake or
the accelerator. GT6 really is the
best racing simulator of its era
and works really well for the MiTo. But get it wrong and you’ll
feel the physics as you crash, and
there is no amateur rewind on
GT6 to try again.
But most enjoyable are the
graphics of the game. The MiTo
and most other cars are beautifully rendered and the tracks and
lighting effects are incredibly lifelike, and with so many cars to
choose from you can quickly
waste a weekend on Gran Turismo.
If you have a PS3, then Gran
Turismo 6 is by far the most engaging game with a MiTo, and the
replays look incredibly realistic.
Gran Turismo Sport also has a
MiTo but is only on PS4.

Assetto Corsa

play.
The issue I have with Assetto
Corsa is the limited tracks and
the AI. Where AI works well,
your opponents are racing hard,
they are conscious of you as you
are of them. But Assetto Corsa’s
AI seems to fill the track with
imbeciles who don’t care that
you exist. That coupled with how

Assetto Corsa
I’m quite a fan of Assetto Corsa and I like the driving dynamics
a lot. It has an Italian flair, so
driving a MiTo, Giulietta, a 155, easy it is to accumulate penalties
4C and a host of Abarth 595s and and I can be frequently frustrated
every Ferrari including racing cars playing Assetto Corsa.
That being said, there is a nice
makes for an enjoyable game-

selection of cars you can’t get on
other games and the actual driving is nice. They’ve certainly
done the Italian tracks nicely and
overall it’s a nice racing simulation. Perhaps you’ll get on better
with it.
Assetto Corsa is still available
today online on your PC, but
you’ll need a good modern
graphics card.
Summary
I’ve been working on this article for some time - I just never
quite finished it. And it doesn’t
feel finished now - I could go into
so much more detail and give
much better reviews if I were an
actual gamer.
But I’m not a gamer. I just like
messing about with MiTo stuff,
and if there’s a MiTo in a game
then I’ll give it a go.
The emphasis of this has always been about gaming on a
budget. And I really can’t emphasize this enough. If you don’t
have a games console or a PC
with a decent graphics card, go
on Gumtree or eBay or ask
around and you’ll find a used
XBOX 360 for £30, then buy Forza
Motorsport for a fiver and have a
bit of fun. If you have an old
Sony PS3 lying around gathering
dust, get it out and find Gran Turismo 6 for a tenner and enjoy
some time behind the wheel of a
MiTo at Silverstone.
No modern racing games have
the MiTo any longer, which is a
shame. But while we still can,
let’s enjoy some bargain-price
indoor MiTo driving while its cold
and miserable outside.
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How Many MiTos Were Built?
The final numbers are finally in from Italy
Some months ago, I wrote
an article entitled ‘How Many
MiTos Were Built?’. And today,
I find myself writing the same
article, but with better data.
Alfa Romeo are inherently
poor at releasing manufacturing data and, despite numerous
requests, I still await a detailed
breakdown of MiTo factory
output from Mirafiori. Truthfully, I’m not convinced I will
ever receive it, but I’ll persevere while they are politely
telling me it will take a few
more months.
But the updated data can be
seen in the table at the bottom
of this page; we finally have the
total output of every MiTo up
to and including the final production date after which the
plant began recommissioning
(and now produces the Maserati Levante).
So 293,428 MiTos came out
of the factory, having peaked at
65,342 MiTo production in
2009 then declining significantly until a brief reprise in 2016
(the facelift).
I should say, fairly obviously,
that this no longer represents
the total number of MiTos out
there in the world - I suspect a
few thousand will have passed
on to the Museo Storico in the
sky. But it gives you an idea of
the broad number that did exist, albeit not split by country…
yet.
Like the nerd I am, I perform
a count of MiTos in this country
every quarter or so when our
DVLA release their figures, but
it is never 100% accurate as, by
2008
Mito TwinAir

the time the data is released,
more MiTos will have gone on
their journey across the MiTo
rainbow bridge.
So the data is split into four
engine types:
- 0.9 TwinAir
- 1.4 Petrol (all TB and MultiAir)
- 1.4 GPL
- 1.3 Diesel (all engines)
- 1.6 Diesel
For those who are unsure
about GPL, that is ‘gas di petrolio
liquefatto’, Italian for LPG or liquid petroleum gas - not sold in
MiTo form in the UK.
It is currently not possible to
split that data into any further
granularity, but I hope in future
we can obtain the manufacturing
data that will allow matching to
the DVLA data which, although
not entirely accurate, at least
splits the data not only by the
model entered by the dealer but
also the model variant that I go

2009

2010

2011

Pic. 4.6. Re-fit new rear springs/pads into place

on about so much.
What I do find interesting is
the percentage of MiTos that we
have in the UK.
The table on the next page
shows the split of MiTos registered in the UK (based on the
latest published figures from the
DVLA) across each engine type,
and shows that as a percentage

of overall MiTos manufactured.
So currently in the UK, we
have a total of 23,331 MiTos
which represents 7.95% of all
MiTos in the world.
Of course, any statisticians
among you will know that this is
meaningless as it doesn’t factor
in the decline of the MiTo from
our roads over the years. So

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Total

-

-

-

-

1,883

2,521

5,511

3,376

2,092

1,175

860

17,418

15,565

39,725

28,075

22,608

12,035

8,004

3,620

5,603

7,970

5,706

4,656

153,567

MiTo 1.4 GPL

-

980

6,340

91

1,735

1,427

962

577

606

320

831

13,869

MiTo 1.3 Diesel

-

11,663

11,003

15,026

8,177

7,052

6,003

4,040

3,996

3,705

1,927

72,592

MiTo 1.6 Diesel

9,194

12,974

7,673

3,352

1,027

651

798

313

-

-

-

35,982

24,759

65,342

53,091

41,077

24,857

19,655

16,894

13,909

14,664

10,906

8,274

293,428

MiTo 1.4 Petrol
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How Many MiTos Were Built?
The final numbers are finally in from Italy
those figures will get progressively lower as each year passes
(now no new MiTos will be sold
in the UK, other than perhaps a
handful that might pop up from
the back a dealer somewhere).
The only way to establish accurate figures of how many of
the total MiTos manufactured
ended up on our shores is to
obtain that export data from Alfa
Romeo.
But the figure that jumps out
at me is that we took over 25%
of all TwinAirs manufactured.
This aligns with two aspects of
the UK that would appeal to
sales of the TwinAir: firstly the
smaller
engine
significantly
affected young-age driver insurance prices, and secondly the
zero-rated vehicle excise duty
applied to cars with less than
100g/km of CO2 emissions.

At 98g/km, the TwinAir
launched in the UK in July 2012
with a real emphasis on how
clean it was. That and the official
combined cycle fuel economy of
67.3mpg (good luck achieving
that) along with cheap FCA finance and a five year warranty
offered on all initial sales, the
youngsters (or their parents)
formed an orderly queue.
The reality of course is that of
those 293,428 MiTos ever built,
probably around 265,000 went
to countries other than the UK.
Over 90% of all MiTos are outside
our small island, with the majority on mainland Europe, some in
Japan and some in Australia.
My original plan for acquiring,
analysing and publishing accurate
data for the MiTo at a granular
level was that it would all be
done by now. But I have to con-

World
Mito TwinAir

UK

%

17,418

4,461

25.61%

153,567

14,863

9.68%

MiTo 1.4 GPL

13,869

-

-

MiTo 1.3 Diesel

72,592

2,606

3.59%

MiTo 1.6 Diesel

35,982

1,401

3.89%

293,428

23,331

7.95%

MiTo 1.4 Petrol

fess that obtaining the data is
proving very difficult.
I am confident that Alfa Romeo are not being difficult, they
are just incredible slow. Or disorganised and simply don’t have or
can’t get their hands on the data.
Which doesn’t surprise me. Our

DVLA are just as bad, though to
be fair they try very hard.
You’ll be the first to hear when
I get all the data, and to both of
you who find it interesting, I will
try to publish it in full.
But like so many things with
Alfa Romeos, patience is a virtue.
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Brake Caliper Refurbishment
Testing the BCS Automotive service for discounted caliper painting service
As time goes by, our brake
calipers (particularly if you have
red ones, and especially if you
have Brembo front calipers)
tend to fade, lose their lacquer
and generally look terrible.
On my red 155, the front
Brembo calipers were a mess. I
happened to have one new one
(as you do), so I bought another
one and fitted those to smarten
it up. Which left me with two
very poor front Brembo calipers
from a MiTo with almost
110,000 miles and, I suspect,
minimal maintenance.
I put them on my to-do list to
refurbish at some point, but by
chance I spotted that BCS Automotive were running a crazy
50% off sale on all caliper refurbishments.
I have used BCS three or four
times in the past; I had calipers
refurbished by them for a 147
GTA, for a GT on which, ironically, I upgraded to fit MiTo
front calipers and also for a
Mercedes S500 I owned for a
very short time (I don’t want to
talk about it).
So I knew their work was
Before
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good, but it doesn’t suit everyone. If you live nearby (they
are in Nottingham) you can
take your car there and they
will remove the calipers, refurbish them and re-fit the calipers. Perfect. But if you live
further afield then you have to
send them your calipers - not
something everyone can do.
But I could happily do that,
and at 50% off I thought I
would make my life easy and
avoid refurbishing myself.
Just to clear though, you can
of course do your own refurbishment for considerably less
cost. But don’t convince yourself that painting calipers insitu on the car is a long-term
refurbishment. They will look a
lot better but I have painted
many calipers in situ and despite very careful preparation
and painting, they are always a
disappointment twelve months
later with the wheels off. But if
you just want them to look
smarter when your wheels are
on, have a go yourself.
In fact, some of the best
paint kits you can get which are

Before

After
After

Brake Caliper Refurbishment
Testing the BCS Automotive service for discounted caliper painting service
a great match for Alfa Romeo
red brakes are from BCS Automotive! They conveniently call
the colour “Brembo Red”.
So for my two front 305mm
Brembo calipers, I paid BCS
around £130. For that I had
their high-end caliper painting
service including the Alfa Romeo decals.
And I have to say, their work
is still excellent. If you compare
the before and after pictures,
you will see that these calipers
went to BCS in a terrible state,
and they have returned absolutely superb - the pictures do
not do them justice at all.
At the bottom of this page is
a screenshot from their current
website offering, but the key
with BCS is to keep checking
their sales site, which is:
pimpmycalipers.com
I know. But their main website
(bcs-automotive.co.uk)
gives lots of information and
has a gallery of refurbished
calipers and alloy wheels so you

can get a feel for their work
and see all the available colours
and stencils (they do some incredible colours - please God
don’t choose them).
The key is to check their
sales site regularly and look out
for big discount offers - they
run them every couple of
months. And be careful choosing options - the costs can
mount up.
But I highly recommend
them and their results are fantastic, if you can time it right
for a great price.

After

After

Before

After
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Engine / Gearbox Oil Volumes
How much engine oil or gearbox oil goes in your MiTo
For those who do their own
oil changes for their engine
and/or gearbox, there is often
questions raised on our Facebook group about how much oil
to put in.
So this is a short guide on
what volumes of oils to put in
your MiTo for both engine oil
and gearbox oil.
But there are a few points to
note before searching for your
oils.
In the table below, engine oil
has two columns; firstly a full
oil change including the oil filter (remember, the filter itself
carries a quantity of oil). The
second column is the official

volume of just the sump, excluding the filter. But if you are
changing the oil then you should
always change the filter too.
Gearbox Oil quantities vary,
but TCT gearboxes (highlighted
with an asterisk (*) in the gearbox oil column) also have a separate hydraulic oil which should
last the life of the vehicle. I
strongly recommend, if you wish
to change this, that you take
your MiTo to an Alfa Romeo specialist or dealer.
One final point worth mentioning if you have a 1.6 diesel:
earlier models were fitted with
the M32 gearbox whilst later
versions were fitted with the

C635 gearbox as fitted in the 170.
The from/to years in the table
are shown as a guide, and should
not be relied upon for accuracy
as registration dates can vary.
Remember, if you are not certain which variant your MiTo is,
you can use the Variant code
which is in Section 4 of your V5
document from the DVLA.

Variant

Engine

Model

From

To

Engine Oil
(inc. Filter)
Litres

Engine Oil
(Sump Only)
Litres

Gearbox
Oil
Litres

AXW1B

312A2000

0.9 TwinAir (85) Petrol

2012

2014

3.50

3.00

1.60

AXY1B

199B6000

0.9 TwinAir (105) Petrol

2013



3.50

3.00

1.60

AXU1A

350A1000

1.4 8V (78) Petrol

2011



2.90

2.75

1.60

AXB1B

955A1000

1.4 16V (78) Petrol

2009

2011

2.90

2.75

1.60

AXF1B

199A6000

1.4 16V (95) Petrol

2009

2014

2.90

2.75

1.60

AXL1B

955A6000

1.4 (105) MultiAir Petrol

2010

2013

3.40

3.10

1.60

AXG1A

198A4000

1.4 TB (120) Petrol

2009

2010

3.30

2.75

2.00

AXM1A

955A2000

1.4 TB (135) MultiAir Petrol

2010

2014

3.50

3.10

2.00

AXR11

955A7000

1.4 TB (135) MultiAir Petrol TCT

2010

2014

3.50

3.10

2.00*

AXA1B

199A8000

1.4 TB (155) Petrol

2008

2011

3.30

2.75

1.86

AYB11

955B1000

1.4 TB (140) MultiAir Petrol TCT

2014



3.50

3.10

2.00*

AXN1B

940A2000

1.4 TB (170) MultiAir Petrol

2010

2014

3.50

3.10

2.00

AXN11

940A2000

1.4 TB (170) MultiAir Petrol TCT

2014



3.50

3.10

2.00*

AXH1B

199A3000

1.3 JTDM (90) Diesel

2009

2010

3.20

3.00

1.80

AXP1A

199B1000

1.3 JTDM-2 (95) Diesel

2010

2016

3.20

3.00

2.00

AXT1A

199B4000

1.3 JTDM-2 (85) Diesel

2011

2016

3.20

3.00

1.80

AYC1A

199B1000

1.3 JTDM-2 (95) Diesel

2016



3.90

3.70

1.80

AXC1B

955A3000

1.6 JTDM (120) Diesel

2008

2016

4.60

4.30

1.86 (M32)
2.00 (C635)
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Scuderia MiTo
Mallory Park, Silverstone and MotorsportDays LIVE
It’s only been a few months
since our last newsletter, but
Scuderia MiTo has been busy in
that time.
On 14th September we were
at Mallory Park, a track I have
ridden on a motorcycle (a long
time ago) but never been back
since. And it was quite a special meet for me personally as
my wife’s family all live in and
around Leicester, so it was not
only the first race weekend my
wife attended but also ten
members of her family!
So the pressure was on although the cars racing were
relatively few in number. Jamie
Thwaites’ fabulous 155 was
there alongside five 156 and a
147 - eight cars in total.
We finished 4th in the first
race after a fabulous little
battle with Championship winning Tom Hill in his 2.0 TwinSpark 156. Tom’s 156 should,
in theory, be very slightly slower than our MiTo, and we’ve
seen a number of battles where
our MiTo and Tom’s 156 go
head-to-head in races, and Mallory was no exception. It was
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some great racing, and whilst 4th
place isn’t award-winning, we
were behind a 155 V6 and two
156 V6 GTAs, so no embarrassment for us.
The second race was a different story though. On the very
first lap we blew an intercooler
hose and had to retire. To be
clear, we had to retire because
like so many things on the MiTo,

fixing the problem involved
getting the front bumper off not something we could do
quickly enough in the pits.
To be fair, overall it was a
fabulous day. Having my wife
and family there was really
nice, and they all got a real feeling of both the excitement and
the pressure in the paddocks,
all of them saying they do see

the appeal. And on the positive
side, half of them had to leave
just before the second race so
they didn’t witness our failure.
Between qualifying and races,
our team had laid on plenty of
food and drink and there was a
great atmosphere in our awning
and the weather was nice, so
thanks to all who came to support us and those who visited us

Scuderia MiTo
Mallory Park, Silverstone and MotorsportDays LIVE

in our ‘hospitality unit’.
The 5th/6th October saw our
last official race of the season
at Silverstone International.
I say our last race (which is
true) but the Championship
had one final race a few weeks
later at Donington which we
couldn’t attend (partly due to
funds with two races in one
calendar month, but mainly

due to our driver, Ben Sharich,
having a work assignment in Japan for six weeks and not returning until November).
The BRSCC, in their wisdom,
once again put the Alfa Romeos
with the Toyo Tyres Porsche
Championship, meaning there
were 25 cars racing in the first
race at Silverstone.
We finished 14th overall and

5th in our Alfa Romeo class, so
not too terrible but not fabulous either.
Once again, we battled with
Tom Hill in his TwinSpark who
finished just behind us, which
made for some cracking racing,
and both Tom and our Ben
have built quite a friendship in
the paddocks afterwards.
Alas, our second race didn’t

last very long as we lost a hose
pipe in the 7th lap and had to
retire again which was hugely
disappointing as we were maintaining an 8th position overall so
that would have been a great win
in the Alfa class for us.
So it was a shame our final
race of our season didn’t go
better, but at that time (with one
race still to go for the rest of the
Championship) we were a very
respectable 3rd in class overall in
the Championship, but we only
had a small lead over the 4th
place Jamie Thwaites in his 155.
However, after the final Donington race weekend, Jamie
Thwaites’ points put him up to
3rd place and we finished our
first season 8th overall out of 42
cars, and 4th in our class of 8
cars.
When we started this first
season, I only had a couple of
aims: to turn up and finish to
prove the MultiAir can be a reliable racing car, and to see a MiTo
on the track in the Alfa Romeo
Championship.
I didn’t care about points or
where we finished in the Champi-
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onship. But I must confess,
that changed after the first few
races.
When you get into motorsport, you do want to win. And
you do want to finish and you
do get cross when things don’t
go right.
We had a number of issues
during the season, but none of
which were really what I could
say are due to the reliability of
the MiTo as such.
We tried a one-off motorsport ECU for the MiTo which
threw our timing, so that set us
back and we resorted to the
standard ECU. We’ve had several hoses and clips jump off
the car (cue Davie Peddie singing the praises of expensive
jubilee clips). But we haven’t
had any genuinely catastrophic
failures, just a sequence of
small problems which I’m told
by virtually all the other teams
and racers is entirely normal as
you start racing in a new car
that was built for the road.
The race weekends also gave
us an opportunity to open up
our tiny corner of the paddocks
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to MiTo owners and AROC members to come along and share a
drink and a sandwich with us and
see how cool the MiTo is.
Everyone who knows anything
about racing tells me we did incredibly well. And that is despite
those same people now admitting that their hopes weren’t
high for us. Overwhelmingly the
feedback has been hugely posi-

tive, not just from a racing perspective but also from a Championship positioning.
Having a Championship filled
with cars from twenty years
ago doesn’t necessarily encourage younger drivers to participate, but put a cool-looking
MiTo on the track and people
take notice.
I am completely biased of

course - I think the MiTo is a
spectacular car. But it turns out
that many other people agree.
And that was reflected at the
end-of-season Awards Dinner for
the Alfa Romeo Championship. I
very sadly couldn't attend, but
Davie & Maggie Peddie went to
represent Scuderia MiTo and we
were presented with a rather
beautiful
award
entitled

Scuderia MiTo
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“Creating the Future Award”.
And that means a lot to us.
At MotorsportDays LIVE at
Silverstone on 1st/2nd November we were in the garages
alongside an Alfa Romeo 156
offering drives and passenger
rides to people interested in
starting racing or moving from
other Championships to the
Alfa Romeo Championship,

now part of the 750 Motor Club
from the 2020 season.
We gave test drives and rides
at every opportunity, with everyone attracted to the MiTo like
moths to a flame. There’s absolutely nothing wrong with the
156 (or any of the other Ford,
BMW, Honda and other racing
cars available to try), but you
could see that person after per-

son spotted our MiTo and although they may have booked
to try another car they came to
speak to us to see if we could
fit them in. And we did.
With Davie Peddie at DPMD
now building another MiTo for
next year, I’m really hoping we
can have two cars out on the
track. And having learnt so
much this season, I am more

confident now than ever that we
can do pretty well. And the
Championship are considering a
specific 1.4 class, so it might be
possible that our regular thrashings from the V6 GTAs come to
an end.
In any event, I hope you come
along to see us (dates on the
back cover) and give a cheer to
the (possibly) only MiTo on track.
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The Manettino of Power
Does Dynamic mode really give you more power?
There is often a lot of discussion, particularly surrounding
the running and remapping of
the MiTo, about whether DNA
actually gives more power.
The issue with remapping a
MiTo is two-fold: firstly, the
complex matrix of sensors
means that running a manual
MiTo on a two-wheel dyno
does not work effectively without removing the ABS fuse (not
a problem on a four-wheel dyno, though finding one is difficult). But secondly, with the
ABS fuse removed the MiTo will
not engage Dynamic on the
DNA, so the perception is that
the car is being remapped and
dyno’d in Normal/Natural
mode and therefore is missing
out on the extra power of Dynamic (which people often call
“overboost”). And as an aside,
the TCT cannot be accurately
dyno’d on a two-wheel dyno at
all, even with the ABS fused
removed.
But ignoring the dyno and
mapping situation, we all know
that having our MiTo in Dynamic makes the car feel different.
It does seem to have more
power. So what is actually going on? Does using Dynamic
give more power?
By now you may be wondering about the title of this article, ‘Manettino of Power’, and
thinking that I’ve just made up
a new word.
Well, some of you will know
the word ‘manettino’ and some
will not. The word manettino,
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in it’s basic Italian form, translates to ‘little lever’ or ‘little
switch’. In Formula 1 it has been
commonplace and you see lots of
manettino dials on F1 steering
wheels for various settings such
as hydraulics, grip, power and
differential, but the manettino
dial only really appeared on production cars in 2004 on (I think)
the Ferrari F430.
The manettino dial enabled
owners themselves to choose
and switch between preprogrammed vehicle settings
based on the type of behaviours
and performance they wanted to
experience.
So the DNA experience on the
MiTo (and other Alfa Romeos) is
not a new concept, but like many

Italian innovations it was pioneerThe ECU instructs the accelering in the class of car compared to ator pedal to be more or less
the competition at the time.
reactive and the VDC settings
are delayed or enhanced. For
The Basics
TCT cars, the gear-changes occur
The Alfa DNA system allows at a higher speed in Dynamic
the user to control the driving and, of course, the instrument
mode, either Dynamic, Natural or panel displays different inforAll Weather. Dynamic mode ena- mation based on the DNA mode.
But the ECU does something
bles more spirited driving, with
delays to traction control inter- more than tweeking reactivevention, reduced power assis- ness of acceleration...
tance in the steering, a quicker
So... More Power?
throttle response and a firmer
suspension.
You should think of the ECU
In Natural (previously called as having spreadsheet tables for
Normal) the car is more comforta- managing the torque of the enble and steering is lighter for driv- gine. These tables use numering around town.
ous inputs (e.g. the accelerator
All Weather mode reigns in pedal) to determine what is bethrottle response and provides ing expected of it, then makes
earlier intervention from stability real-time calculations to adjust
control systems for use in slippery ignition advances, throttle openand wet conditions.
ing, intake valves and injection
What this means in practice is times.
that the MiTo Body Computer
There are five main calculaadjusts the messaging parameters tion tables for real-time torque:
sent to various nodes such as the
- Low load
electric power steering, the adap- Intermediate load
tive suspension (where fitted) and
- Intermediate/high load
the Vehicle Dynamic Control
- High load
(VDC) to match the DNA setting.
- Reverse gear
The affected nodes are the
Normal and All-Weather
Engine Management Control Unit modes use these five tables to
(ECU), the VDC system, Steering, determine the torque distribuSuspension, Instrument Panel and tion depending on load (e.g.
(for TCT cars) the Gearbox.
driving at a steady 30mph, driv-

The Manettino of Power
Does Dynamic mode really give you more power?
ing up a steep hill, going down
hill, accelerating fast etc).
The control unit detects the
acceleration and deceleration
stages through the accelerator
sensor (along with the clutch
and brake pedal switches) and
has built-in functions for torque
intervention call TIP-UP and TIP
-DOWN calculation modules
which determine the situation
and what to do next.
For example, with MultiAir
engines, the control unit can
set a fast torque control, adjusting the ignition advances
and, if this is not enough, it
activates a slow torque control
adjusting the MultiAir module
solenoid valve supply and consequently the injection times.

The effect of the different Dynamic tables is referred to as
‘overboost’.
Overboost
Overboost is a term that is
used internally within Alfa Romeo (and has leaked out over the
years) when describing the effect
of their own manettino dial, the
DNA selector.
The function actually enables
the full torque capability of the
engine to be used. In essence, all
other modes restrict the full
torque.
Most of us are familiar with
putting your MiTo into Dynamic
and experiencing a greater sense
of acceleration but that, sadly, is
not more power.
That is the sensation of overboost being calculated in realtime by your ECU calculation
modules based on being in Dynamic mode.
You are accelerating faster,
but not because you have more
power. The modules are releasing more torque earlier than normal. This can be seen in the example table at the top of this
page. Unfortunately I can only
obtain limited internal information from Alfa Romeo for a

Normal /
All Weather

Dynamic

1.4 TB 155

201 Nm @ 5000 rpm

230 Nm @ 3000 rpm

14.43%

1.4 TB MultiAir 135

180 Nm @ 1750 rpm

206 Nm @ 1750 rpm

14.44%

1.4 TB MultiAir 170

230 Nm @ 2250 rpm

250 Nm @ 2500 rpm

8.70%

0.9 TwinAir 85

110 Nm @ 2500 rpm

145 Nm @ 2000 rpm

31.82%

Engine

few of the engines, but the effect
can be seen in terms of higher
torque figures, and are likely
more noticeable on the lower BHP
engines, and particularly on engines with a turbo.
Limiting The Fun
But something you probably
haven’t spotted when you’re in
Dynamic is how the calculation
modules limit your fun.
The ECU allows the overboost
function to remain active for a
maximum of 80 seconds.
And the reason you won’t have
spotted this is, of course, because
your driving is an ongoing mixture
of accelerating, decelerating and
bimbling along at a constant
speed.
Very few of us would have
enough road to flat-out accelerate
for 80 seconds (one minute and
twenty seconds), with standard 062mph
sprints,
quarter-mile
testing and a recorded run on a
dyno significantly less than that.

Overboost
Effect

But it is interesting to think
that Dynamic mode is not a permanent state - it is applied in real
-time based on events, and can
only last in bursts of 80 seconds.
Summary
The
Alfa
Romeo
DNA
manettino on the MiTo is a glorious little thing.
Behind the
switch lay millions of instructions
and calculations on even the
shortest of journeys. When you
think about the complexities involved, it really is a marvel.
But it is not a magical function
to release more power; just the
way in which existing power is
delivered.
But that can be our little secret. You are probably the only
one who read this far so we can
pretend that switching to Dynamic adds another 20 bhp to
our MiTo. Because the overboost sensation can feel like that,
so Alfa Romeo were rather ingenious in its development.

The calculations can also
adjust the wastegate valve to
regulate the pressure of the
turbo.
All very clever (if you are still
reading!) and the calculations
are all based on real-time readings
versus
the
preprogrammed data in the calculation tables.
But here’s where is gets a
little more interesting.
There are five different tables used only when Dynamic is
engaged. So in Dynamic, the
ECU and the TIP-UP/TIP-DOWN
calculation modules use a
different set of parameters for:
- Low load
- Intermediate load
- Intermediate/high load
- High load
- and yes, Reverse gear!
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NEC Classic Motor Show
8th-10th November 2019
Over the Summer, we had
Festival Italia and our Prodrive
Tour/Caffeine
&
Machine
event. But of course, it all goes
a bit quiet now until Spring.
Except for the NEC Classic
Motor Show, which I’ve now
attended every year for longer
than I can remember (but probably about ten years if I could
be bothered to try to work it
out).
I appreciate many of you
may not have the love of classic
cars that someone as terrifically
old as me has, but it really is
worth a trip next year if you’ve
never been. There is such a
wide variety of “classics” - and I
use quotes because many of
the cars are not old as such they are classics in their own
right even though they may be
relatively recent.
But if you do love older classics, you certainly wouldn’t be
disappointed at the NEC.

Naturally, I am drawn immediately to the fabulous Alfa
Romeo Owners Club stand in
Hall 1, where we had the advantage of seeing the beautiful
Alfa 1900 CSS belonging to Kevin McCleod from Grand Designs
(yes, he is an AROC member
and was there polishing his Alfa
just like the rest of us nerds).
This was alongside a fabulous
166, a pristine 155, a nicely
modified 147 GTA, a wonderful
Sud, a Giulia Coupe and a Spider.
But the show has approximately 3,000 cars on show,
including some fabulous other
Italian cars from Ferrari, De
Tomaso, Lancia and Fiat, along
with every other type of car,
van, truck and motorcycle if
those are your things.
These are just a few of my
favourites from our album and
there’s also a video on the
AROC Youtube channel

1900 CSS owned by Kevin McCleod
from Channel 4’s Grand Designs
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NEC Classic Motor Show
8th-10th November 2019
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NEC Classic Motor Show
8th-10th November 2019
Wish I kept my 127... :-(

Scuderia MiTo races this Integrale,
owned and raced by Richard Thurbin
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NEC Classic Motor Show
8th-10th November 2019

I have owned 5 Bedford HA vans, including an Ice Cream Van ;-)
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The First MiTo UK Press Cars
The earliest MiTos registered by Alfa Romeo in the UK
As many of you will know, I
own a very early Alfa Romeo
MiTo 155TB which was registered by Alfa Romeo before the
launch of the MiTo in the UK.
This is one of a few dozen of
the very first MiTo press cars
used by Alfa Romeo for various
purposes at the time of the
launch, from magazine and
newspaper reviews to TV and
public events including Goodwood weekends at which my
particular car featured.
All of these early cars were
registered by Alfa Romeo in
Slough and all had their first
Pre-Delivery Inspection (and
typically the first service or
two) at the Press Garage at 255
Ipswich Road, Slough (just
around the corner from the
FCA UK headquarters, but now
redeveloped land).

On 21st January 2009, Auto
Express tested RE58CRZ, a
155TB Veloce, saying “you can’t
argue with its entertaining handling, impressive pace and incredible value for money”.
That same day, Autocar published their review from Vicky
Parrott of RE58CTX, a Biancospino White 1.6JTDm saying
that “If the Alfa Mito’s looks
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are to your taste, and economy is
more important than performance, then the 1.6 JTDm is an
excellent choice”, finishing with
“The Mini is a better driver’s car,
but if you’re bored by BMW’s
take on the British icon, the Alfa
is a fun and classy alternative”.
Those two cars (RE58CRZ and
RE58CTX) were immortalised in
the Alfa Romeo Press Pack photographs published on 23rd January 2009 (and shown on this
page).
On 15th April, Ollie Marriage
at Evo magazine drove RE58CSO
and was less complimentary,
referring to Normal mode as

“hopeless” but saying that engaging Dynamic mode meant that
“throttle response is now sharp,
steering weight is improved and
the chassis starts to come to life”.
But the April edition of What
Diesel
magazine
featured
RE58CSX (a Biancospino 1.6 JTDM
with a tan leather interior) describing it as “cute, curvaceous
and quirky, yet sporty and muscular from the rear, it’s eye catching
to the extent it makes its competitors, the Corsa and MINI, and
even the new Fiesta appear rather
bland”. Quite so.
In June 2009, Andrew Anthony
at the Guardian undertook a review in RE58CNU, a 155TB Veloce
now owned by Adam Leek, and
said the “acceleration serves to
relocate your solar plexus in the
boot”, summarising that “Small
cars often have a sensation of
speed much greater than their
actual capability. With the MiTo
Veloce, the capability matches the
sensation”.
And if you are wondering
where Auto Italia magazine was
with all this, they were of course
way ahead of everyone else and
were the first in the UK to test the
MiTo and did so in Italy as part of
the launch event in Milan, at

which Michael Ward was in
attendance with John Simister,
describing the MiTo as “very
nicely made and finished, it
looks great, it’s fun to drive and
it’s clearly created with love” in
Auto Italia Issue 147 in July
2008.
Many of the other UK press
cars were used around the UK at
promotional events. The first
MiTo on UK shores was the lefthand drive model that appeared
at the 2008 British International
Motor Show at the ExCeL in
London from 23rd July to 3rd
August. But in January 2009 it
was announced that the biannual British International Motor Show would not happen in
2010 due to many motor manufacturers pulling out following
the general downward trend in
the car industry and the beginnings of what was to become
the global crash.
Where Are They Now?
Well, this is the difficult bit.
The answer is that we don’t really know. And in all likelihood,
the current owners are not
aware that they have one - they
probably just think they have a
relatively old MiTo.

The First MiTo UK Press Cars
The earliest MiTos registered by Alfa Romeo in the UK
Of course, there is nothing
about them that adds any significant value. Indeed, many of
the cars that were used will
have been thrashed by journalists and testers.
I bought mine (RE58CPX)
from a very nice lady in Norfolk
who was the second owner
after Alfa Romeo. She loved
the car but knew nothing of the
history and was changing the
car for an Audi. Other than the
initial PDI and first service at
Press Garage, the service book
is riddled with Halfords Autocentres and National Tyres
changing the oil every now and
then.
Adam Leek is the current
owner of RE58CNU (pictured),
and Josh Waterfield recently
acquired RE58CNZ, which to my
knowledge is the only black
MiTo press car from that time.

I am aware that owner Joe
Parker sold his red 1.6 JTDM
RE58CPN in the first half of
2018 but I have so far failed to
trace the current owner. Likewise the exceptional condition
red 155TB RE58CTO was sold
by D&G Automotive in Pontrefract in October 2018 with a
little over 58,000 miles. It was
for sale for £3,495.
As you will see from the table opposite, a Biancospino
White 1.6 was recently exported and two vehicles are current
on SORN, but the table evidently shows that we have no idea
where the majority of the cars
are, nor indeed whether this is
the full list.
DVLA data for December
2008 shows there were 21 MiTos registered, but I only have
19 cars so we are definitely

missing 2 MiTos, either because
they have been scrapped or I
simply can’t find them.
I do appreciate I will likely
never find them all, but the
search continues nonetheless,
always trawling for 2008 and
early 2009 MiTos.
58 registration MiTos are not
huge in number as the MiTo
launched on 23rd January 2009
and 58 registrations ended on
28th February 2009. So if you do
see a RE58 registration MiTo,
please check against our known
numbers and let me know.
And if you own one of these
cars please get in touch as the
MiTo Register does consider
them to be of importance in the
history of the MiTo in the UK.
We aim to get a few of them
together in 2020 for a photo
shoot, so the more we can find
the better. I am concerned that
they will simply be seen as an
older car and, as the years progress, meet an undignified end
when they deserve preservation.
Latest
Mileage

Reg

Model

Colour

Registered

MOT

Owner

RE58 CNO

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

22/12/2019

RE58 CNU

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

30/07/2020

71,515

RE58 CNV

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

22/12/2018

124,729

RE58 CNX

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

03/01/2020

68,878

RE58 CNY

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

16/03/2020

49,297

RE58 CNZ

155TB

Black

22/12/2008

22/12/2019

109,599

RE58 CPF

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

17/08/2020

100,644

RE58 CPN

1.6JTDM

Red

09/01/2009

15/08/2019

106,089

Previously Joe Parker

RE58 CPX

155TB

Red

09/01/2009

17/02/2020

106,357

David Faithful

RE58 CRK

155TB

White

22/12/2008

04/02/2020

57,811

RE58 CRU

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

29/01/2018

93,277

RE58 CRV

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

01/06/2020

81,441

RE58 CRZ

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

13/06/2020

51,165

RE58 CSF

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

17/10/2020

85,720

RE58 CSO

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

10/07/2019

54,019

RE58 CSV

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

06/03/2020

85,519

RE58 CSX

1.6JTDM

White

09/01/2009

11/05/2018

127,051

RE58 CSZ

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

08/02/2020

145,447

RE58 CTO

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

09/05/2020

58,478

RE58 CTV

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

19/11/2020

40,548

RE58 CTX

155TB

White

22/12/2008

22/12/2019

43,257

RE58 CTY

155TB

Red

22/12/2008

25/10/2020

98,970

19,056
Adam Leek
* SORN *

Josh Waterfield

* SORN *

* Exported *
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MiTo Parts System
First phase of updates are complete
In the last newsletter, I said I
was in the middle of updating
the MiTo Parts System on our
website,
mitoregister.com.
Well, the first phase is now
complete.
Most of you won’t notice
much difference other than the
look and feel of each of the
files, but a lot has happened
behind the scenes (honest!).
The system can be found at
mitoregister.com/parts and is
split, as per Alfa Romeo’s system, into three model year
categories. The way Alfa did
this makes it a bit complicated
if your year is on the cusp, so
pick the later category if you’re
unsure.
Within each MiTo year
group, there are then 24 categories of parts, such as Engine
Block, Fuel and Exhaust,
Clutch, Suspension etc. Most
are pretty self-explanatory but
it may take a little getting used
to. At the top of every page is
a link to the User Guide which
you need to read to help you
the first time.
In essence, every catalogue
may have multiple pages of
compatibility. Compatibility is
shown at the top of each page
and, if there are any specific
compatibility, then again in the
lower table. You can see in the
example on the right (for the
air cleaner and filter etc) that
the top of page states it is for
the 155HP, 135HP and 170HP
MiTos. That’s the compatibility for the page - there will be
more pages for the 1.6D, 1.3D
etc.
Lower down on the parts list
there may be other compatibility as well, so there may be
slightly different parts for the
135 than for the 170. All of
these compatibility legends are
at the bottom of each page.
The User Guide explains
more, but for relatively basic
part lookups it is quite easy. It
gets much more complex
when, for example, you are
looking for a specific gear for
an individual gearbox. For
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complex parts, I strongly suggest you either speak to your
dealer or, if you are a paid-up
AROC member, I can perform
specific lookups on the Alfa Romeo system directly for your
registration or chassis number.
If you find the part number
you need, you can double-click
it to highlight it, then right-click
it and see the option to Search
Google for the selection. Once
a Google search is performed, if
there are lots of results just add
the word “alfa” to your search
and it should narrow it down to
reputable resellers such as the
AROC Parts Service, Shop4Parts,
Alfashop and so on (don’t forget your AROC discount codes).
All the catalogues are now
system-generated from our
own database of parts, so whilst
today the system is just hundreds of PDF files, in future we
can use our own database to
build a web-front-end to search
the data directly, though that
may take time.
Whether you need a part or
not, take a few minutes to have
a poke around mitoregister.com/parts and see your MiTo’s parts. It’s quite fun, even if
your MiTo needs nothing.

MiTo Dimensions
How big is the MiTo?

A (mm)

4,063

B (mm)

904

C (mm)

2,511

D (mm)

648

E (mm)

1,446

215/40 R18
Tyres

195/55 R16
Tyres

F (mm)

1,475

1,483

G (mm)

1,720

1,720

H (mm)

1,469

1,475
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Studio Photography
Michael Ward’s incredible photography of our Scuderia MiTo QV
Many of you will know that I
sing the praises of Michael
Ward with some frequency,
and rightly so. As the Owner,
Managing Director, Art Director
and Chief Photographer of Auto
Italia Magazine, he works incredibly hard yet still makes
time for us at several events
every year, including our
Curborough track days where
his professional photography
turns our amateur gathering
into a memorable and professional event.
If you’re not a subscriber to
Auto Italia Magazine, you really
should be. I still maintain that
if there were no articles or
words but only pictures in each
edition, I would still subscribe.
I have years and years worth
of Auto Italia magazines in my
office, having had a lovely lady
called Beryl at my local WH
Smiths always set one aside for
me in a special drawer. I used
to visit each month, open the
drawer myself and find my
magazine then pay at the counter. She even stopped writing
my name on the cover when I
politely mentioned that it very
slightly annoyed me.
After Beryl retired, my local
Smiths went downhill and they
failed to reserve my Auto Italia
with the precise regularity I had
become accustomed to, and
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they tragically lost my business
and I became a subscriber to
Auto Italia.
Now I get my magazine
through the door before everyone else, and before WH Smiths,
and I don’t need to do the
monthly trek to Smiths to get my
monthly read. Though that has
made it difficult for me to keep
on top of stationery these days
which has transferred to an
online shopping experience in
the main.
But I digress, really quite considerably.
On occasion and for chums,
Michael Ward will undertake
bespoke photo-shoots, and I felt
the successful completion of our
Scuderia MiTo QV’s first racing
season without crashing or
bursting into flames warranted
such an extravagance.
I am, as always, delighted with
Michael’s work, and I try to never underestimate the amount of
effort required, not only for the
photography (and cost of equipment) but also the post-shoot
editing effort.
Here then, are some of the
results of the shoot which I hope
you enjoy. You will also find a
few in the form of desktop wallpapers on our website at :
mitoregister.com/wallpaper
Thank you, Michael.

Studio Photography
Michael Ward’s incredible photography of our Scuderia MiTo QV
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